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Quality that lasts: tippers, 

containers, belt unloaders 

and more besides
Tippers, containers, loading beds and belt unloaders: 

for forty years now we have been creating material-transport 

solutions for the road-building and agricultural sectors, as 

well as other industries, at our site in Geesbrug. Our durable, 

high-quality products are manufactured entirely in-house, 

ensuring we deliver the best possible service and custom 

products with a level of quality that sets us apart. 

Our products can be adapted on request to meet your specific needs. For example, we 

can fit new tippers and truck-mounted cranes to a chassis in our own workshop and 

can offer a wide range of solutions for covering loads. Products can be fitted to new 

and existing containers, loading beds or tippers. From engineering through to delivery, 

we take care of everything in-house, which means we can deliver quickly and flexibly. 

We like short lines of communication. That is why our planning and control 

department has an important role to play within our company. Draughtspeople 

and mechanical engineers translate orders clearly for production in our spacious 

workshop. Here we have everything we need to be able to manufacture products 

quickly, fit components onto a chassis and handle every aspect of the structure for 

your chassis, from A through to Z. 

Vossebelt is part of the GB Steel Group. Within this group we are united in steel with 

five other companies and can handle any order individually or by working together.

Want to find out more? Give us a call on +31 (0)524 29 14 88 or send an 
e-mail to info@vossebelt-bv.com

Cost-effective purchasing
with partners from the GB Steel Group

Vossebelt offers 
solutions for 
transporting sand, 
gravel, asphalt, (road) 
construction materials, 
demolition waste, scrap 
and more

+45%
solvency

€40 
million turnover

a year

3D engineering  
in-house for custom solutions

Affiliated to 

Extensive production options 

 Fully automated sawing line

 CNC shears

 Automated welding processes

Products 
with long 
service life

Low annual 
investment

within the GB Steel Group guarantees 

reliable handling of your order

Vossebelt is part of

http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/
mailto:info%40vossebelt-bv.com?subject=


Marktkramen 
Markthal Rotterdam

Wide range of products, exceptional quality Take a look at our products online 

Tippers

Rear tippers Loading beds Belt unloaders Closable containers

Lightweight containers

Cover systemsOpen roller containers

Trailer tippers Special constructions One, two and three-sided tippers Roller tippers

http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Kippers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Bandlossers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Kippers/achteroverkippers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Laadvloeren
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/speciaalbouw
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Containers/afsluitbare-containers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Afdeksystemen
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Kippers/opleggerkippers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Kippers/2-en-3-zijdige-kippers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Kippers/afzetkippers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Containers/open-afzetcontainers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten/detail/Containers/lichtgewicht-containers
http://www.vossebelt-bv.com/en/producten

